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3D wave propagation simulations of the 2019 M7.1 Ridgecrest, CA, Earthquake

Numerical modeling

Source model

Objectives
• Use a state-of-the-art 3D simulation tool to reproduce the broadband ground 

motions recorded close to the source and in the greater Los Angeles area to better 
understand the factors controlling ground motion variability.


• We present the results of preliminary calculations up to 1.5 Hz with 500 m/s 
minimum shear wave velocity to address the topographic effects and the sensitivity 
of the source rupture model.

Simulation code:

AWP-ODC-GPU-TOPO (O’Reilly et al., 2019)

Carried out on ORNL Summit


Grid spacing: 50m


Domain size: 3996x6000x1600 grid points


Minimum Vs: 500 m/s


Maximum frequency: 1.5Hz

 
Velocity model: 

SCEC UCVM CVM-S4.26.M01 (with built-in GTL)


Anelastic attenuation model:

Qs=0.05Vs  Qp=2Qs, frequency independent


Topography model:

Southern California DEM 3-arc-second resolution

N

Chen et al. (2020)

Graves & Pitarka, (2016)

Model 1 (GP): 

3-segment finite-fault model generated by a kinematic rupture 
generator (Graves & Pitarka, 2016)


Model 2 (CHEN-HF): 

3-segment finite-fault model from joint waveform and geodetic 
inversion (Chen et al., 2020), with high-frequency energy enhanced 
(see below)

Results
Validation of our 0-1.5 Hz 3D simulations by strong motion data from 
the Southern California Earthquake Data Center reveals the following:


• The GP (blue dots) and the high-frequency-enhanced Chen et al. 
(2020) model CHEN-HF (red dots) reproduce the observed PGV 
values  equally well without showing systematic bias.


• Without the added high-frequency energy, the original Chen model 
generally under predicts the PGV values across all distances (green 
dots).

Logarithmic values of the observed versus the simulated 
PGV values, with the gray thick line as a reference.

• Metrics used to validate the simulations for the GP and the CHEN-
HF source models are peak ground velocity (PGV), cumulative 
kinetic energy, and duration of shaking.


• While both source models can reproduce the observed PGVs fairly 
well, these simulations tend to under predict the cumulative kinetic 
energy and duration of shaking.


• The high-frequency enhanced model CHEN-HF results in lower 
envelope misfits than those of the GP model (Kristeková et al., 
2009; Kristeková et al., 2006), especially on the horizontal 
components.

Ground motion metrics

Topographic effects

Conclusions

• In order to estimate the effects of topographic scattering, 
we compare simulations with and without surface 
topography while everything else remains the same.


• We quantify the topographic effects by computing 

percentage change � of the 

metric values.

• Mean PGV and cumulative kinetic energy are reduced by 

6% and 15%, respectively, due to topographic effects.

• Effects on duration of shaking are minor.

Vtopo − Vnontopo

Vnontopo
× 100 %

• We present a method to enhance a low-frequency source (e.g., from kinematic inversion) with high-
frequency noise following a von Karman autocorrelation.


• The CHEN-HF model can reproduce the observed ground motions equally well as the GP model below 
1.5Hz. However, the Chen-HF model gives considerably lower envelope misfits, which is evident from 
comparison of the observed and synthetic waveforms.


• The presence of non-planar surface topography generally reduces on average the PGV and cumulative 
kinetic energy by 6% and 15%, respectively, while it only alters the duration of shaking by a small 
amount.


• Our simulations under predict the cumulative kinetic energy and duration of shaking. We expect that 
including statistical models of small-scale heterogeneities may improve the fit for these metrics.


• We find that simulations with Qs=0.05Vs (Vs in m/s) and Qp=2Qs provide largely unbiased distance 
decay of the 0-1.5 Hz ground motions to distances of 250 km from the fault.

Maps and histograms of percentage change of simulated PGV, cumulative kinetic energy, and 
duration of shaking including topography, relative to the values obtained with a flat free surface. 

Histograms of three-component envelope and phase misfits from 
the GP and Chen-HF models.
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Map showing the simulation domain. Gray shading depicts the 
topographic elevation. The red lines show the location of the 3-
segment finite-fault model. Blue triangles are location of strong 
motion stations used to validate the synthetic ground motions.

Enhance high-frequencies

Logarithmic values of �  as a function of epicentral distance, noted 
that dots above the thick gray line correspond to under-prediction.

PGVobs /PGVsyn

n = 1.75

n = 2

The following procedure is used to enhance the high-frequency content of Model 2:


We multiply the original moment rate functions in the time domain with von Karman 
correlated noise that provides an optimal match to a Brune's spectrum with a fall-
off of -1.75 (consistent with the GP model):


� 


We perform grid search to estimate the optimal von Karman parameters (correlation 
time, � , standard deviation, � , and Hurst number, � ).


A( f ) =
1

1 + ( f /0.05)1.75

Tc = 0.4s σ = 40 % ν = 1.25

·M(t)

FvK(t)

·MHF(t) = ·M(t) × (1 − FvK(t))

Tc = 0.4s

σ = 40 %
ν = 1.25
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